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1. 

THE NflRMATIVK  DTTBllKST RATE 

introduction 

The normative interest rate is defined ss the discount rate the govern- 

•snt ought to use In making its investment decisions.  In the following 

sections various alternative ways of setting the level of the normative 

interest rate are examined. The return on the marginal private investment, 

the national time preference, and the long-term intereat rate at which the 

government can borrow are all rejected on the baaia that they are merely 

adaptive to the nation's interest rate structure which is determined in 

turn by the government itself. The concept of s positive national time 

preference is rejected for society ss a whole, although it is considered 

spproprlate for the individual because of his mortality. A zero normative 

Interest rate la alao rejected for society becsuse of the declining mar- 

ginal utility of a growing national product. The appropriate normative 

Intereat rate is then determined as s rste thst is consistent with itself 

through the rate of growth of national product and the rate of decline in 

the marginal utility of national product that it inpliea. 

The concept of investment used in the following analysis is Plsherian 

in the aenae that It is a diversion of resources «fay from present welfare 

in anticipation of the return of e greater amount of future welfare.  It 

might thus be the purchsse of en item of capital plant or equipment, but 

it might alao be an investment of resources in education or besic resesrch. 

1.  See Irving fisher, The Theory of Interest, the Macmlllan Company, 
Hew York, 1930, p. 34. 
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1. Walfar« R«turn and Investor's Return 

In order to understand some of the difficulties Involved in using 

various devices for setting the level of the normative interest rate, it 

would be useful to understand the distinction between the welfare return 

and th<% Investor's return on an investment. These concepts may be defined 

aa follows: 

The welfare return on an investment is the total benefit accruing to 

the nation from the investment, suitably discounted. 

The Investor's return is that part of the welfare return that the 

investing individual, corporation, or government agency can claim for it- 

self.2 

There are three important elements in the welfare return which the In* 

vestor may not be able to claim. These are:  (1) the Incremental taxation; 

(2) the risk premium; and (3) direct gains to the general welfare. We shall 

consider each of these in turn. 

1.  The Incremental Taxation. The incremental taxation is the increase 

in taxes the investor oust expect to pay because of the investment, arising 

primarily out of the expected increase in Income. The incremental taxation 

le clearly a part of the return from an investment that is diverted from 

the investor to the general welfare. There are three points about Incre- 

mental taxation that should be mentioned: 

First, the relevant incremental taxation is the expected incremental 

taxation before the act of investment, not the incremental taxation that 

actually turns out to be payable. In other words, It Is the ex ante, not 

the ex post incremental taxation that concerns us. 

2. The term external economies has frequently been applied to the difference 
between the Investor'a and the welfare returns. 
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Second, the expected increment«! taxetion le discounted, using the si 

discount rste that is applicable to the investor'a return and welfare return. 

Third, it ia inevitable that there be aone expected incremental taxation 

fron any Inveatment project worth purauing including a marginal one. One 

night think that the marginal private Investment offen no ex ante income, 
3 

and hence should avoid Incremental taxation.  However, the combination of 

a dlapersion In possible outcomes together with s progressive tax structure 

(if not for the corporation, at leaat for the owners thereof) brings about 

some incremental taxation even on the marginal Investment. The incremental 

taxation on the marginal investment, which is the one of greatest intereat 

to us, is thus an ineviteble but minor fector. 

2.  The Rlak Premium. The riak premium ia a cost the investor hss to 

pay for financing hia Investment, but it is not a cost to the general welfare. 

Thus it appears to be an element of divergence between the inveator'a return 
A 

and the welfere return.  On analysis, however, most of the divergence proves 

to be illusory. To the extent thst a risk premium diverts some of the profit 

of a favorable outcome from the Investor to the financier, it merely converts 

the expected outcome of the investment made on borrowed funds to whst it would 

have been if aeIf-financed. Host of the risk premium allowed on e self- 

financed investment project is really a device for reducing the return ex- 

pected if successful to s genuine expected return, and as such shculd not 

3. If the marginal project is financed by other then the inveator the 
financier should abaorb all of the return;  if the project ia self- 
financed, the return will not exceed what the investor could obtain 
by lending, and hence the incremental income of the decision to inveat 
la still zero. 

4. See Otto Eckstein, Water-Resource Development. The Iconomics of Prolec^ 
Iva^uatlon. Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Maas., 1958, p. 45; 
and John V. Xrutilla and Otto Bckatein, Multiple Purpose River Develop- 
ment. Jehns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 1958, pp. 123-124. 
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be part of the interest rate.    Only to the extent  that the risk prenlum 

represents the subjective or objective cost to the Investor of a dispersion 

of outcomes per se (Including the possibility of going through bankruptcy) 

is it a proper charge against the investor's return. 

3.      Direct Cslns.    The direct  gains to the general welfare are those 

parts of the total welfare return which never pssa through the investor's 

hands,  but rather eccrue directly to the general welfare.    For exaaple,   if 

a man builds a very modern and elegant office building, he will probably 

enhance the real ästete values  in the  Immediate neighborhood,  thereby in- 

creasing the general welfare.    An even better example is the baaic research 

project which offers large direct gains because (1)  it tenda to be undirected; 

the worker in baaic research will usually pursue Interesting tangents, some 

of which will  lead to results that are profitable to someone  ether   than the 

sponsor;     (2)  in addition,  the payoff from a succeesful baaic research pro- 

ject operetes through en advance in eome state-of-the-ert which will be of 

general viee to the nation. 

The government and the private inveator differ significantly in sire, 

and hence differ significantly in their abilities to claim welfare return. 

The government ea an investor csnnot be considered to be  large merely be- 

cause the reaouices it commsnds are  large relative even to the reaourcea of 

a very large corporation.     'Mrce the government la  responsible  for the 

nation's general welfare l'   la as  large aa the whole country,  and hence, 

for the government, the welfare and investor's returns are equal. 

Projects which are high in welfare return but low in investor's return 

because of large direct gains will be rejected by the private investor. 

These projecta should become the province of the government whatever other 

public characteristics they might or might not evidence.    Other projecta 
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will t«nd to h«v« a slightly hlghur welfare returo than inveator'a 

return. 

11. Three Tredttlonel Device» for Setting the Level of the normative 

Intereet late 

Three devices for setting the level of the normative Interest rate 

come insdlately to mind:  (1) the rate of return which Is earned on the 

aarglnal investment In the prlvete sector of the economy;  (2) the nation's 

time preference; and (3) the Interest rste st vfhlch the government can 

borrow long-term funda. 

lach of these alternative normative Interest rstes appears on the 

surface to offer strong reasons for Its ufe end hss been strongly advocated. 

Let us e-amine eech of them In turn. 

a.  The Rate of Return on the Marginal Privets Investment. The rate 

of return eerned on the marginal privets Investment offers the Justification 

of bslance. Other things being equal, It seems propsr to have the mar- 

ginal private and public Investments eern the ease rste of return. This 

Idee grows out of our concspt of Investment which It should be remembered 

Is the sacrifice of present welfare for the sake of s greater amount of 

future welfare. The nation should obtain as great a gain of future wel- 

fare ss possible from any given level of present sacrlfics. Figure 1 

Illustrates an example of an imbalance In the private end public marginal 

returns.  In that figure, the marginal Investment In the privets sector 

of the economy earna a rate of return of 91, while the marginal Investment 

5 
In the public sector earna s rste of return of 51.  By diverting an amount 

S.  See the excellent enslysis and summary of the literature on rate of 
return in J. Hirshlelfcr» "On the Theory of Optimal Investment Decision," 
Journal of Political »conomy. Vol. LXVI, «o. 4, August 1958. 
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D-c  (=B-A)  from the public sector to the private sector,  the nation could 

gain an addition in nationel welfare equal to the two »haded areaa  in 

Figure 1 without changing the  level of present sscrifice. 

"CUM  1 

WeIfere 

Return 

91 

Welfare 
Rate of j 
Return 

5X 

0  A B 0' I 

Private Investment 
Opportunity Function 

Public Investment 
Opportunity Function 

Balwiclnt the Returns on Private end Public la^Mttnt 

It is clear that the returns on the marginal private and public invest« 

ments should be equsted.    Yet  it is eesy to go sstray in trying to derive a 

normative interest rete from this statement.    Does this statement mean for 

example that the normative interert rete and hence the return on the mar- 

ginal government investment should be set equsl to whatever the (welfare) 

rate of return on private  Investment happens to be?     In Figure 1,  that 

would imply belting government investment et point B.     If we were to east 

for the moment that the correct normative interest rete is -represented by 

the dotted line  labeled "balanced optimum," such a policy would entail a 

loas in national welfere repreaented by the crosshetched area.    Simply be« 

ceuse the private aector is  in error,  aa  it is before adjustment in the 
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figure, is no reason for the public sector to be •Irallarly in error and 

thus conpound the loss to the general welfare. 

The technique of setting the nomatlve intereat rate at whatever the 

welfare return on marginal private inveatsent happens to be ia wrong be- 

cause it doea not balance e fixed level of present sacrifice. Instead it 

holds the level of investment in the private sector constant, and allows 

investment in the public sector to edjust to whatever rete of return is 

forthcoming from the private aector. 

What about deriving the normative intereat rate from a proceas of 

balancing the returns in the privets and public sectors, ss in Figure 1, 

with the total level of investment held constsnt? While clearly correct, 

the procedure of balancing return« does not really have the statue of an 

independent technique. If the level of investment is given, aa it must be, 

the statement that private end public returns should be equel is s truism, 

end the level of the normative intereat rate is actually set by whetever 

it is thet determines the given level of investment. 

b.  The Mstionsl Time Preference. We shsll next consider the nstlonal 

time preference aa a basis for the normative intereat rate. 

The argument for the uae of a national time preference for sstting the 

level of the normative interest rste Is s compelling one;  for if s nationsl 

time preference coulo be identified it would represent the nation's willing- 

ness to trsde off consumption between the present end the future. Our 

sesrch for a baais for the normative interest rate would end here if only 

it were possible to identify and adopt a national time preference. Several 

difficultiea stand in the way of the uae of a national time preference how- 

ever;  they are: 
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1. Can « slngl« tlaM ^r«f«renc« r*pr«a«nt the who!« nation? Thar« 

is a significant rang« in individual tin« praferaneas, particularly batwaan 

the Interest rate the individual receives as a landar and tha interest rate 

ha pays as a borrower. Can thai« heterogeneous tin* preferences ha 

raconciladT 

2. Assuming a unique time preference is Identifiable, la it an 

Independent force or tha rasult of an Interaction of Independent forces? 

If tha national tins preference Is found to raault fro« a process in which 

each individual adjusts to an underlying Interest rate astsbllshad (althar 

consciously or unconsciously) by the monetary and/or fiscsl policy of tha 

government, the government could then hardly consider that national tlm« 

prafaranca to be justifiable as an independent criterion for invaatsant. 

3. Can individual tine praferaneas be a reliable source for a 

national tlm« prafaranca? This question breaks down into two parts. 

(1) Can tha individual be trusted to have a sufficiently «aturad 

time prafaranca to make his own Intertemporal illocations froparly? Inter- 

temporal Judpnent comes at a much later age than Intratemporal Judgment; 

perhaps s large part of tha population never develops s mature intertaaporal 

Judgment. In fact a properly «aturad time preference is probably tha chief 

criterion which distinguishes the visa «an fro« tha fool. 

(2) gvan if individuala are capable of making their own inter- 

teaporal allocations properly is it proper for society to rely solely on 

the time preferences of the currant generation at tha expense of future 

generationa. 

6.  lea Julius Margplis, "The Economic Evaluation of Paderal Hater Reaourcc 
Developmenf (a review erticle) AIR, March 1939. 
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lach of Chcse three questions will be examined In turn, •Carting vith 

the heterogeneity of tine preferences. 

Let us first ••• If It Is possible to prove that the time preference 

of the marglnel Individual lender can be identified as the national time 

preference and that other individuals with higher time preferences are 

merely not in the market. If so the heterogeneity of individual time 

preferences would cause no difficulty. The case for this point becomes 

Identical to the caae for the use of the long-term rate at which the govern- 

ment can borrow aa the normative Interest rate. 

Krutllla and Eckstein reject the use of the Interest rete at which the 

government can borrow for their aocial cost of federal financing (our norma- 

tive Interest rate) for two reasons, one of which is accepted, and the other 

of which is rejected. They note that the use of the interest rate on long- 

term government bonds would require (1) that the entire coat of projecta be 

financed out of volui. ary bond purchases and (2) that risks created by the 

project be borne by the buyers (of the bonds).  The former implication they 

consider unreasonable in a government committed to contracyclical fiscal and 

monetary policies, which must therefore finance at least part of the cost 

of. a project through taxation in order to compensate for its Impact on 

8 
aggregate demand.  This argument is ecceptable. The second reason seems 

to arlae out of a confusion of risk and uncertainty. The benefits of an 

investment project ere uncertain, but risk aa such is eliminated, not 

redistributed, by the intervention of the government between the investment 

7. See John V. Krutllla and Otto Eckstein, op. cit.. p. 91. 

8. Ibid.. p. 90. 
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project and the bondholder. The poeslbllity of unfev^rable outcoaea should 

lower the expected return end not becloud the normative interest rate, cape- 

daily since such poaaibilitiee will vary in effect fron project to project. 

Either of the argumentt put forth by Krutille and Eckstein is sufficient 

to reject the use of the aarginal lender's time preference, or the interest 

rate on long-term government bonds, ea a beaia for the normet ive inter eat 

rate. 

being another approach, Krutille end Ecketein heve overcome tt* problem 

of heterogeneity by weighting the time preferences of different groups in 

the ecuooy by the impact» of marginel taxation on these groups. The result 

is s kind of averege individual Kim  preference which tetiifiee the hetero- 
9 

geneity problem, but remeins subject to the other three questions. 

Let us turn to the second quest n: whether individusl time preferences 

are the reault of independent forces or ere determined ea the result of the 

government's fiscel end monetary policies.. This question represents the long- 

standing dispute between the Keynesians snd the loanable fund theorieta on 

10 
how the nation's (underlying) interest rste is determined.   According to 

the Keynesisn theory, the interest rate is determined es s result of the 

Interactions of the nation's liquidity preference, not time preference. 

9.  See Krutille and Eckstein, pp. fit.. Chapter IV, pp. 78|!£, 
Krutille and Eckstein have included the risk premium in the 
invastor'a time preference. Their resulting socisl cost of 
federel financing la therefore somewhat overstated. 

10. For s recent review of this dispute, see Hans Neisser, "A 
Vol. LXVIII, No. 272, 

"■——  — " ■ w ———— r p  

Pyrrhic Victory," The Ecoypmic Jaurnal. 
December 1958, pp. 699-706. ^—~—— 
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and Ch« «vtilabU supply of liquidity.    Figur* 2 illustratM th« Kayaatiaa 

process of intsrsst rat« dstorminstlon. 

FIGURE  2 

Intsrest Rat« 

i* 

M» 

Ld.y) 

ribney -M 

Ksyneilan Llouidlty Preference Punction 

The L (l,y)  function la  the  liquidity preference function which in 

thia form states that the demand for the stock of money or  liquidity is a 

function of if  the interest rate, with y,  income, held constant.    M,  the 

stock of money or liquidity,   is determined exogenous ly by the goveromsnt 

directly and through its ag^nt the Federal Reserve System.     If the quantity 

of money is set st M* by the government,  the (underlying)   interest rate 

will be  1*. 

There is no room in this system for individual time preferences.    If 

Individual tima preferences  are found to be equated to the Interest rate 

(with eppropriate risk premiums  added),  the Keyneaian would explein that 

the individual haa adjuated hia time preference to conform to the interest 

rate rather than the other way around.    Since the Keyneaian also believes 

that the conaunption-saving declaion is very Insensi  Ive to the interest 
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rate,  the amount of adjustucat in the consumption-saving distribution naedad 

to effect confomity would be small If not non-existent. 

The loanable fund theorists explain the derivation of the Interest 

rate as the  interaction of the supply and demand for loanable funds, rather 

than for the stock of n/jney.   Figure 3 illustrates the loanable fund 

explanation of Interest rate determination.. 

FICURK 3 

Interest 
Rate 

i* 

S(l) 

D(l) 

1^ L 
Loanable Funda 

The Determination of Interest Rate In the Loanable Funds Market 

In Figure 3,   the D(l)   function is  the demand for Loanable funds aa 

a function of the interest rate,   i.    This demnd arises through the exis- 

tence of investment opportunities which offer returns great enough to 

Justify the payment of an intereat charge.    The S(i) function Is the 

supply of loanable funds made available by individuals willing to save 

from current income In order to make available loans which will earn re- 

turns in excess of or equal to their time preferences.    The D(i)  curve 

declines to the right because more and more Investment opportunities be- 

com feasible as  the Interest rate falls.    The S(i) curve rises to the 
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right b«caua« Individual« are willing to forego more and more of their 

current conturaption as the return on sevlng» riaee.    The equilibrium 

Interaat rate 1*,  end Che equilibrium volume of loanable funda, L*\  are 

both determined et the intersection of the D(i)  and S(i)   functions. 

The Keyneeian theory of interest rste determination is inconsistent 

with the existence of a national time preference independent of government 

fiscal and/or monetary policy.    One might alao question whether the supply 

of loanable funds,  as represented by the S(i)  curve of Figure 3 is really 

determineu by the consunption-savings decisions of individusls  (and/or 

corporations).    We do not subscribe to the theory that savings src necessary 

as an enabling device preceding investment but propose rsther thst  loanable 

funds sre made available by the banking system.    We prefer the Ksynesian 

system in which savings sre brought into balance with investment through 

either an Increase in reel  income or through the forced savings of in- 

flation.    The Supply curve of the loanable funda market la therefore re- 

defined to be the supply of loanable funds made available by the banking 

system,  ss in Figure 4. 

1 FIGURE 4 

Interest Rate 

i* S(i) 

i 
D(i) 

Loanable Funda 

Alternative View of the loanable Funds Market 
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In figure 4, Che monetary authority determines the banking ayatem will 

be flexible enough to supply whatever losneble funds are needed for invest- 

ment at an interest rste set by the monetary authority:     in this country, 

the Treasury and the Federal Reserve System. 

It is our belief thet flexibility in the supply of loanable funds, 

represented by the flat supply curve of Figure 4,  has been one of the prin- 

cipal motives underlying the creation of central banking syateme.    The 

Figure 4 concept of the market for  loanable funds  Is slao consistent with 

the fact that the level of investment has varied widely in the past vith 

only narrow movements of the Interest rate. 

We have now effectively killed the dog'.    All theories of interest rate 

determination have led us to the same conclusion;     thet the Interest rste la 

set by the government, end not by individual time preferences,  end hence 

cannot provide a Justifieble criterion for the government Itself.    In the 

Keynesien system,  the government detensines the interest rate by wey of 

control over the supply of money.11    In the loanable fund theory,  as it haa 

been revieed,  the government merely sets s rsts of intrueat and insures s 
12 

flexible supply of loanable fund*  at that interest rate.        There is nothing 

left for individusls to do but to edjust their time preferences  to the 

interest rete they find ee well es  they can considering the risk premiums 

they muet pay.    The private investor must also be considered to play a 

paasive role in the determination of the  interest rste;     he merely sdjusts 

his inveetment decisions to the interest rste he finds  end,   like the 

Individual consumer, plsys no part in setting thet rate.    The interest rste 

11. See Figure 2. 

12. See Figure 4. 
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at which the govsmnsnt borrow* long-term capital it alto ■alf-datarmincd 

and hanca not justifiable at a criterion. 

At the risk of killing the dog again,   let ut turn to the laat of the 

three quettiona we raited perteining to the national tine preference:     Can 

individual time preference* be • reliable aource for a national tine pre- 
13 

ference?        Aa noted above,  thit question breek* down into two parts: 

(1) Can the individual be trusted to have a sufficiently matured time pre- 

ference to make hi* own Interteaporal allocation* properly?  (2)  Even if 

individual* are cepeble of making their own intertemporal allocation* 

properly,  i* it proper for society to rely solely on the time preferences 

of the current generation et the expense of future generation*? 

The first question turns on whether we consider a properly matured 

time preference to be a common attribute of the economic man, or whether 

that attribute i*  thought to be rare among men.    It is quite clear that a 

child develops  a capacity for intratemporal choice at an age at which his 

time preference is still quite undeveloped.    A child of six can usually 

make simple choices among alt-ernatlvea  applying to the same period of time; 

perhaps between one chocolete end two caramels.    But what usurious  rate of 

interest in chocolates would that sane child require to surrender one 

chocolate for a month1.    How certain are we thet that child ever developa a 

mature time preference merely because he becomes  an adult?    The spendthrift 

is proof that some adults at least do not have a mature time preference; 

13.    There i* fairly extensive literature on this subject.    See Krutilla 
and Ickatein, op. cit.. p. 92, for a bibliography on the subject. 
See also Ibid.. pp.   125-127;    and Julius Margolia, "The Economic 
Evaluation of Federal Water Resource Development" (s review article), 
Aaerican Economic Review. Vol. XLEC, No.   1, March 19S9. 
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and perhapa the tpandthrlft would be more coomon If more adult« were wealthy 

enough to be spendthrlfte. There i»  another more prevalent adult; the one 

who spend« all hi« income;  borrow« to the limit of hi« credit; and la oven 

abort of caah aa payday approache«. Such a person la a spendthrift «ana 

weelth.14 

One might answer that the individual's time preference is a subjective 

matter; that if a man's time preference is unuaually «crong, it Is proper 

for him to «pend heavily in the present et the expense of the future. But 

an intertemporal allocation of cooaunption haa more than one reference point. 

The spendthrift may be maximizing the sum of his utility, now and next year, 

by spending ell of his weelth thi« year, but that la true only from the point 

of view of the present. If the same spendthrift were to review hi« expendi- 

ture« from the point of view of next year, he might very well rue his excesaes 

of r.his year. Professor Pigou noted that whereas the anticipation of future 

pleaaure is not as strong aa the enjoyment of present pleaaure, so too the 

memory of past pleasure is not as strong as the enjoyment of present pleasure. 

It is this multiplicity of reference points that differentiates the inter- 

temporal allocation of income from the intrstemporal allocation of income. 

Only the person wich a mature time preference is able to predict now ho» 

he will feel about his intertemporsl allocation next year. Ferhap« we 

14. For a more elegant deacription of the spendthrift, see R. H. Strots, 
"Myopia end Inconsistency in Dynaeic Utility Maximiration," Review of 
Economic Studies. Vol. Hill (195«), pp. 165-180. 

15. A. C. Pigou, ft| Iconoalcs of Welfare. MecmlUan & Co., Ltd., London, 
1920, pp. 2311.. 
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can u«e thl» aapact of the mature economic nan to define a proper time 

preference aa followa: 

A proper tine preference la a preference for conauaptlon 
In year x over comunptlon In year y which will be ee 
atroag when viewed In year x aa It will be when viewed 
In year y.16 

Thla concept of a proper tine preference «till leave« room for a 

legitimate preference for current conaumptlon. For excaple, the young man 

with an expectlon of growing income and with the heavy current expenses of 

a new family, ahould properly divert conaumptlon toward the present. Yet 

Ic it clear that individual time preferences, aa a whole, are en unreliable 

source for the normative intereat rate. 

riCUM 5 

Next Year'a 
Conaumptlon 

1' 

Conaumptlon 

Individual's Intertesporal Utility Map 

16. We abstract for the moment from the problem of uncertainty.  It la 
actually the expected time preferences aa viewed in future years 
which should be equated to tl. c preferences as viewed in the present. 
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The reader might queeclon whether a blea In time preference le con- 

sistent with our previou» determination that the marginal tine preference 

is adaptive to a national interest rete structure set by the govermaent. 

In order to sake this point clear,  let us examine the femilier intertenporal 

utility map,   ts   illustrated In Figure 5. 

Figure 5 represents  a two-period allocation of consumption.    The BO* 

line Is a budget  line representing the different combinations of conainption 

this year and next year that the individual can attain.    Point K repreaenta 

the spending of each year's income in the year received.    Movement from K 

towerds B     represents trading off some of this yeer's consumption for con- 

sumption next year proceeding et the lender's interest rate.    Movement from 

K towards B represents trading off some of next year's  consumption for con- 

sumption this year proceeding at the borrower's interest rate. 

The curved lines sre iso-utility bars, with movement in the direction 

of the arrow representing a gain in utility.    The Individual raaximlsea his 

utility by moving elong the BD* line until he reaches  the highest Iso- 

utility bar attainable. 

The marginal time preference (the slope of the iso-utility bar at the 

individual's optimum) will slways conform to the existing interest rate to 

the extent that It will lie between the limits of the Individual lender*a 

intereat rate and the indlviduel borrower's  Interest rate.    The effect of 

en inmature overly atrong time preference Is not to be found in the marginal 

time preference however.    We must Instead look to the very structure of the 

Iso-utlllty bars  to detect the Immature time preference.    The iso-utility 

bars of an individual with an Immature time preference will be blaaed towards 

the exls representing this year's consumption.    The immature time p-efcrence 

thua need not cause a high Intereat rate, but  It will cause an overspending 

in the present at any interest rate. 
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Th« sacond part of our investigation of tha rallablllty of time pra- 

farancas haa a sonewhat longer horizon than the first.    It Is rational for 

a man to divert consumption somewhat towards the praaant because of his 

nortallty.    A man may rationally prefer to enjoy the fruits of his  Isbor 

himself rather than to leave them to hla heirs.    Certainly a man without 

hairs is entitled to adopt an "aprea mol le deluge"  ettltude.    The nation 

in contrast is at least potentially imnortsl.    A proper national time pre- 

ference may therefore very well be  lower than a time preference built up from 

individual tiiae preferences,  even assuming that all  individuals hsd proper 

time preferences.    A. C. Plgou noted that the conaervation movement in the 

United Stetea is In recognition of Just such s fsct;     it is  an intervention 

by the government in the interteroporal allocation« of society in the intereat 

of future generations. 

In summary,  the national time preference built up from individual time 

preferencea haa failed each of the three tests we established, with the 

failure of    any one of the three sufficient for us to reject this bssis 

for s normative interest rate: 

1.      Individual time preferences sre heterogeneous:    no single rste 

can be  found to represent  them adequately; 

17.    Ibid..  p.   18.    Krutllla and Eckateln agree with Plgou on this point 
(op.  clt.,  pp.   125-127).     Because of this they recommend using s lower 
socisl cost of federal financing than the tax-lnpact average time 
preference they derived.    They do not however acrap their tax-lnpact 
interest rete, but recommend thet the government invest more then their 
tax-impact  Interest rste would imply.    This seams  Incorrect.    If the 
tax-lnpact interest rate la wrong (which it is  for more reasons than 
Krutllla and Eckateln acknowledge)  it is wrong to use It at all.    The 
effect of preserving it except es  s cut-off criterion for government 
investment is s misorderlng of investment projects with s hiss to- 
wards projects with a short-run return. 
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2. Individual time preference« ere not Independent of government 

monetary and/or flsc*   policy; 

3. Individual time preferencea «re an unreliable source for e 

national time preference. 

The Krutille-Eckateln system of weighting time preferencea of various 

groups by the relative tax impacts of these groups answers the problem of 

heterogeneity;     but it remains subject to the other two failure« and muat 

hence be rejected. 

Furthermore,  the return on the marginal private investment and the 

long-term government bond rate both fail because of their lack of Independence 

from government fiscal and monetary policy. 

III.  Should the normative Interest Rate be Zero?    A aero normative interest 

rate is the natural  implication of Profeasor Pigou's comment that both the 

entlclpatlon of future pleasure and the memory of peat pleaaure are weaker 

18 than the enjoyment of preaeat pleasure. Pigou favored the government 

intervening in the metter of the intereet rate by Investing itself.     In fact 

he faced the question of whether a aero intereat rate Is appropriate «a a 

criterion end concluded that It was not.    To the extent that resource« were 

diverted from consumption,  Pigou thought,   the zero intereet rate waa 

appropriate;     to the extent however thet resource« were diverted from other 

investment yielding« normel return, he thought « higher intereet rete would 

19 be appropriate. 

18. Op. tit,,  pp.  23ff. 

19. Ibid., pp.   28-29. 
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Plgou't rational« for rejecting the zero normative intereat rete it 

not acceptable.    Hia reaaoning reflecta  the thinking of the pre-Keynesian 

era in which hia book waa written.    Modern fiacal and monetary too la are 

veraatile enough to permit the government to inveat while diverting ra- 

aourcea from conaunptlon only.    In fact,   the truism that the marginal re- 

turna on private and public  Investment should be aqual would force tha 

government to  lower the nation's underlying intereat rate aa cloae to zero 

aa poaaible in order to raiae private  Investment peri paasu with public 

Investment,   and all with reaourcea diverted from consumption. 

If Flgou's reaaoning in rejecting the sere normative intereat rate ia 

unacceptable,   ia there some other ground for rejecting it?    Branko Horvat 

20 preaenta another reaaon.        He notes  that the optimum rate of investment 

(assuming the objective is  to maximize output)  is not  that rate of  invest- 

nvent which drives  the return on investment to zero.     Beyond a certain point, 

additional  investment detracta from national output more than it adds by 

decreaaing consumption with a conaequent decrease in the future productivity 

of the population.    Thus at  the optimum,   the marginal efficiency of invest- 

ment  is zero,   but the Interest rate  ia still positive because the individual 

marginal  investment still earns  a poaitive product.     Although Horvat'8  argu- 

ment  la  logical and convincing,   it  ia  not  applicable to the preaent caae 

for two reaaona: 

1.      Horvat'a definition of investment  ia restricted to the purchase 

of physical capital.    A less  restrictive definition,  auch aa    we uaa, per- 

mits  ua  to conaider the investment  in people Juat aa much aa  the investaenr 

20.     "The Optimum Rate of Investment,"  Economic Journal.  Vol.  LXVIII, 
No.  272,   Derember 1958,   pp.  748-756. 
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in physical capital as  a claimant on national resources.    Thus part of what 

Horvat would consider consumption Is considered Investment here. 

2.      Horvat's analysis applies only to a country with a fairly low national 

output.    It Is doubtful that the diversion of resources from consumption that 

would be needed to drive the marginal return on Investment to zero In this 

country would have a significant deleterious effect on the future productivity 

of American manpower -- providing the remainder were reasonably distributed. 

So far Plgou's argument against  a zero normative Interest rate waa re- 

jected on the grounds that it assumed an inflexibility of government flacal 

policy whxch we know now not to be true;     and Horvat's argument waa rejected 

on the grounds  of inapplicability. 

Let us turn to a third argument.    This one Is baaed upon the fact  that aa 

the national product Increases, successive  Increments of this product represent 

less and less national welfare.    Thla phenomenon is  an example,  on the national 

scale, of the   Camlliar economic fact that as the available quantity of any good 

\ 21 is Increased,   the marginal utility of that good will fall. Since the national 

product will  Increaae from year to year  in a well-run economy,   the resources 

•diverted to Investment from this year's  income should be weighted more heavily 

than the resources paid back next year by that investment.    Thus  the present 

cost of an Investment should be weighted more heavily than its  future savings, 

not because the savings  are deferred in time,  but because the savings are 

part of a larger national product per capita than was the Initial cost,   and 

hence represent    a lower marginal utility. 

21.    Professor J.  K. Calbralth stresses  the declining marginal utility of the 
national product.    See The Affluent Society.  Houghton Mlfflin Co., 
loston,   1950,  p.   138ff. 
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Thu« the zero normative interest rate mutt be rej-cted.  In doing ao, 

however, e lead into a wholly new approach to the problem has been developed, 

namely baaing the criterion interest rate on the declining marginal utility 

of a growing national product. 

A higher rate of growth implies a more rapidly declining marginal utility 

of national product and therefore a higher rate of growth implies a higher 

normative Interest rate. At the same time a higher normative interest rate 

will effect a lower rate of growth. These statements may seem inconsistent, 

but actually they are merely two independent relationships between the rate 

of growth and the normative interest rate which enable us to determine a 

unique solution for both variables.  Section IV will examine the rate of 

growth of national product aa a function of an arbitrarily established nor- 

mative interest rate.  Section V will develop the normative interest rate 

implied by the rate of growth of national product, and place these two 

relationships into Juxtaposition to determine a unique solution for the 

normative interest rate and the rate of growth. 

IV. The Rate of Growth of National Product Implied by an Arbitrarily 

Determined Interest Rate 

For the purposes of this section two assumptions are made:  (1) Full 

employment is maintained at all times and (2) The welfare returns on the 

marginal private and public investments arc kept in balance. Thus both 

private and public investments are traded off against consumption, pivoting 

on full employment. 

Figure 6 illustrates a hypothetical two-period example of the national 

investment decision aa it would be made by public policy. The ordered 

national investment curve represents all private and public investment 
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Deportunities, taken In descending order of expected welfare rate of return, 

where the appropriate rate of return concept la the present value over present 

22 cost using a zero discount rate.   A different discount rate would not affect 

the ordering of the projects in a two-period case. All projects in which the 

return is less than th •. cost are rejected with the result that the rate of re- 

turn can become zero but not negstive. The horizontal axis measures I, the 

investment this year as a percent of this year's national product. The 

vertical axia measures G, the growth in national product next year as a per.» 

cent of national product this year. 

The slope at any point on the ordered national investment curve may 

now be identified as the welfare rate of return of the investment project 

represented by that point. 

FIGURE 6 

Annual Rate of 
Growth of 
National Product 

Ordered National 
Investment Curve 

I* I — 
Investment as percent of National Product 

The National Investment Decision; TVo-Perlod Caae 

In the two-period csse pictured in Figure 6, the interrelationahips 

between the rate of growth, the level of inveatment, and the normative 

Interest rate are clear. Essentially, there Is s single decision to be 

22. See Hirshleifer, op. cit.. for sn elaboration on rate of return concepts. 
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made, th« selection of a «topping point on the ordered netloncl Investment 

curve, reprceented by point A. This point hes three characteristics: 

(1) e horizontal displacement which is the level of investment, (2) a 

vertical displacement which is the growth in national product, and (3) a 

slope which is the normative interest rate. Whichever of these three 

characteristics is cho.cr. to set point A, the other two characteristics be- 

come determinate, and I*, G* and r* sre determined simultaneously. For our 

purposes we wish to consider r* to be set arbitrarily and I* and C* determined 

thereby. 

Note that the ordered national investment curve of Figure 6 has s positive 

vertical intercept G • This represents exogenous growth, or growth in national 

product which would occur in the absence of Investment. 

Unfortunately, several complications are encountered In extending the 

two-period case into the multi-period csse. For one thing. It Is no longer 

legitimate to use a zero discount rate.  In the case of projtcts defined 

over three or more periods, the ordering of projects Is affected by the 

discount rate chosen, with a low discount rate favoring those projects with 

returns relatively far in the future. Thus, a family of Investment curves 

exists in the multiple-period caae, one for each possible discount rate. 

The family of ordered national Investment curves Is Illustrated in Figure 7. 

In moving from Figure 6 to Figure 7, it was necessary to redefine the 

vertical axis since the rate of growth In national product can no longer be 

identified, the vertical axis was therefore changed to preaent value, one 

of the several items it represented In the more restricted case of Figure 

6. 
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FIGURE 7 

Present 
Value ./ LOCUS of 

x.    ^ ' Decision Pointe 

Inveatment «S percent of National Product 

Fsmily of Ordered Nations! Investment Curves 

The I curves represent a family of ordered national investment curves 

representing several discrete discount rates, with the discount rstes increasing 

with increasing 1.  Each curve in the family represents s single Investment curve 

obtained with the use of a single discount rate. The present value measured on 

the vertical axis should be interpreted separately for each curve, with the 

vertical displacement of each of the curves measuring present value st the 

same discount rste ss Is assumed for the curve. This Implies that one cannot 

properly compare the different curves with each other in the present form of 

the diagram.  If a homogeneous measure of present value were used, however, 

(e.g., present value at a single discount rate for all curves) we would lose 

the right to draw the curves with monotone declining slopes, except for the one 

23 curve representing the discount rate used for the numeraire preaent value. 

23. This loss In raonotonlclty of slope results from the fact that different 
discount rstes cnsnge the ordering of investment projects.  Only in terms 
of present value measured at the same discount rate used for ordering ere 
we guaranteed the monotonicity of slope. 
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The only relevant point on each curve i»  the point at which it becoroea 

flat, or in other words where the present value of the marginal project la 

xero with present value measured in the appropriate discount rate. The locua 

of points representing the tops of the ordered national investment curves 

forms a new curve LL* which represents the set of decision points consistent 

with the assumptions of full employment and equality in welfare rate of re- 

turn between marginal private and marginal public investment. This locus is 

meaningful in terms of Its horizontal displacement, but not in terms of its 

vertical displacement.  The locus of decision points does represent however 

a correct relationahip between the discount rate implied by each point and 

the horizontal dlaplacenent representing the netlonel level of 

investment.  Figure 8 represents a translation of the level of Investment 

implied by each discount rate from the locus of decision points of Figure 7. 

Diacount Rate 
Assumed 

FIGURE 8 

\ 
\ 
\ 

Implied National Investment 

Relationship letween Discount Rate and Level of National Investment 

Provided by the Locua of Decision Points of Figure 7 

In order to make the multi-period national investment decisions more 

meaningful, it will be necessary to bring back into the analyais the rate 
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of growth of national product.    Thic factor vaa  lost In moving to the aultl- 

j jriod caae because returns on invaatraenc projecta no longer all accrue next 

year, but are spaced out into the future.    Let us aasume for the raoraent a 

static ordered national  investment curve,  or fanily thereof,  such that  the 

curve representing a given discount rate in Figure 7 vould shift neither 

upward nor downward over time.    Let us also assume that the time distribution 

of returns  from investment is stable both over time and,   for  the moment,  at 

alternative  levels of investment,   and that a single normative interest rate 

is to be selected to apply to all periods of time.    This set of assumptions 

provides the function Illustrated in Figure 9. 

Equilibrium        ^ 
Annual Rate of 
Growth of 
National Product 

FIGURE 9 

growth curve 

  I + 

Investment as percent of National Product 

Growth Curve for Stable Ordered National Investment Curve 

The growth curve pictured in Figure 9 is not the same aa any of the 

family of ordered national investment curvea shown in Figure 7, but it is 

related to the one representing a eero discount rate by a factor which de- 

pends only on the time distribution of returns from investment. A short 

msthematical note has been appended to explain the derivation of the trans- 

lation factor from the time distribution of return*. Figure 9 relates a 

fixed level of investment aa a per cent of national product to an equilibrium 

annual rate of growth of national product, and it achieves this balance at 
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« normativ« lnt«re«t rat« which 1» stable over time.    The normative Interest 

rat« cannot be reed from the growth curve of Figure 9.    A normative Interest 

rate can be chosen arbitrarily,  however,  the  Implied level of national In- 

vestment determined from Figure 8,   and then the equilibrium rate of growth 

determined from Figure 9. 

Let us now remove the assumption that the time distribution of returns is 

constant over alternative  levels of investment,  since the dispersion in the 

time distribution of returns is s function of the discount rate and thus  also 

of the level of the Investment program.     In order to do this,  the growth curve 

of Figure 9 Is translated from the  locus of daclaion points of Figure 7,  with 

a separate time distribution of returns being applied to each discount rate. 

The result  Is s growth curve similar to the one in Figure 9,   and applicable 

in the sane way. 

If the family of ordered national  investment curves were to shift up- 

wards or downwards over time,  as  a function of the  level of inve^tn^nt chosen 

in earlier years,  a somewhat more complicated kind of national decision la 

present  d.    For our present purposes,  however,   it would seem sulficient  to 

assume that movements of the investment curves  are of a fairly long-run 

nature,   and that for the short and  Intermediate run investment decision 

it is sufficient to assume no trend move.nent in the curves.    We shall pro- 

ceed on that assumption for the moment.     Section VI considers the problem 

of movements  in the ordered national  investment curves over time. 

In sunmary,   given an arbitrary normative  interest rate,   the  level of 

Investment  is determined through Figure 8;     given the level of investment, 

the rate of growth of national product  is determined through Figure 9.    The 
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rate of growth thus determined as a function of an arbitrarily selected norma- 

tive Interest rate Is represented as the opportunity curve of Figure 10. 

9.    The Normative Interest Rate ss s Function of the Rate of Growth of National 

Product 

The second relationship between the rate of growth of national product and 

the normative Interest rste opersten through the decline In the marginal utility 

of a growing national product.  Thl» second relationship is represented aa the 

preference function of Figure 10. 

PICURS 10 
1 
G 

Annual Rate of 
Growth of 
National 
Product   G, 

G* 

\ 

\ / 
/ 

Preference function 
r(G) 

Opportunity function 
C(r) 

r2 
r3        ^       r4 ^ r —» 

Normative Interest Rste 

Determination of the Normative  Intereat Rate and the Rate of Crowth 

of National Product 

The normative Interest rate and the annual rate of growth of national 

product are negatively related in the opportunity functionj    a high normative 

intereat rate implies a low investment program (see Figure 8);    and a low 

investment program Implies a low rate of growth (aee Figure 9).    This oppor- 

tunity relationship represents  the national rate of growth as a function of 

an arbitrarily determined normative interest rate. 
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The preference relationship between the normetIve Interest rete and the 

rate of growth of national product represents the normative Interest rate aa 

a function of the rate of growth. Here the normative Interest- rate Is defined 

aa the rate of decline of the marginal utility of national product over time. 

Thus the relationship Is positive;  a larger rate of growth implies s fsster 

rate of decline of the marginal utility of national product over time which 

in turn loplies a higher normative interest rate. 

Point A, where the opportunity and preference curves of Figure 10 meet, 

is the only point in which national opportunity and national preference are 

consistent;  it is the end of our search for a normative interest rate. The 

intersection of the two curves determines both a preferred rate of growth G* 

and a preferred normative interest rste ot r*. It also implies a preferred 

level of investment either from Figure 8 or from Figure 9. 

A rate of growth less than C* (e.g., G^ of Figure 10) would require the 

setting of an arbitrarily high normative Interest rate r.; but this low rate 

of growth would imply a slow decline In the marginal utility of national 

product and hence the lov- and wholly Inconsistent normative interest rate t»- 

Here the nation is underinvesting since the marginal investment earns a 

substantilly higher rate of return (rj  than the rate oroperly required by 

the nation for the sacrifice of additional presci t resources (r,) • 

A rate of growth higher than G* (e.g., G2 of Figure 10) would require 

the setting of en arbitrarily low normative interest rate r*. but this high 

rate of growth would imply a rapid decline in the marginal utility of national 

produce and hence the high and equally inconsistent normative interest rste 

*., Here the nation is overinvesting since the marginal investment esrns a 

lower rate of return (r-,) than the rate properly required by the nation for 

the sacrifice of sddltionsl present resources (r^). 
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At C* Che normative luterett rate required by the opportunity curve   1« 

coneistent with that implied by the preference curve;    only at thet rate of 

growth could the nation's  investment program be considered proper. 

VI. The Nomu.tive Interest Rate and the Iquilibriura Rate of Growth 

At the end of Section III we briefly noted the coof>lexity of the decision 

process if one assumes  that the movement of the ordered national investment 

curve in a later year  is  a function of the  levels ci investment chosen In 

24 earlier yeara;     but   this   is s very possible kind of Interrelationship. 

Let us now examine briefly the interact-ion between such s phenomenon and the 

normative interest rate system of the preceding section. 

There are many possible kinds of relationships between current investment 

and the level of future  investment curves.    The one which interests us   is the 

equilibrium rate of investment concept  in which a rate cf investment in excess 

of the equilibrium rate is  assumed to drive future investment opportunity curves 

downward,   and hence to drive future investment downward towards the equilibrium 

rate.    The reverse is  assumed to result from a rate of investment less  than the 
i 

equilibrium rate.    What then happens  if a normative interest rste determined 

without consideration of such an equilibrium rate of investment is  inconsistent 

with it?    Let us assume that the normative interest rate is determined through 

the methodology of the preceding section,   and that  it is too  low,  and hence 

the rate of investment  is  too high,  for the investment equilibrium rste of 

growth.    Everything we say will apply in reverse for s rate of investment 

too high for the investment equilibrium rate of growth. 

24. See Janes S.  Duesenberry,  Business Cycles and Economic   Growth. 
McGraw-Hill, N.  Y.,   1958,  p.   205|Jt;    N.  Kaldor, "A Model of 
Economic Growth," The Economic Journal. Vol.  LXVII,  Dec.   1957, 
pp.   597-598.    R.  Rarrod, Toward a Dynamic Economics.  Macmillan & 
Co.,  Ltd.,  London,   1952. 
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The first tapact of the excessive rate of investaent end growth would 

he to force downwerd the ordered national investment curves of Figure 7. 

This would force downward the lap lied investment curve of Figure 8 since 

the tame level of Investment would now require s lover discount rate;  and 

would force downward the growth curve of Figure 9, since the ssme level of 

Investment would now provide less growth.  Both of these phenomena would 

reinforce each other to lower the opportunity curve of Figure 10. This 

would provide a lower normative interest rate which would tend to inhibit 

hut not stop the decline in the rete of growth of national product. Over 

time, the process would necessarily reach a new equilibrium rate of growth 

at which the G* of Figure 10 wes equal to the investment equilibrium rste 

of growth, at which point the process would stop. Our interest is in 

analysing the relationship between the new equilibrium rate of growth 

and the two inconsistent equilibrium rates of growth with which we started. 

We shall maintain that the new oquilibrlum rete of growth will lie between 

the two inconsistent initisl rates of growth. This necessarily implies 

that Just as the equilibrium rate of growth of Figure 10 will fall towards 

the investment equilibrium rate of grrarth, so too will the investment 

equilibrium rate of growth rise towards the equilibrium rate of growth of 

Figure 10. 

In order to understand why we should expect the investment equilibrium 

rate of growth to adjust let us consider why current investment is assumed 

to influence the future levels of the investment curves. There are several 

impacts which tend to offset each other but to do oo poorly;  hence they 

can cause either an upward or a downward shift in the future investment 

curves.  Let ua consider each of the impacts separately. 
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I.  Taking away an Inveataent opportunity. The flrat impact of preaant 

investment on future investment curves is the fact that an investawnt oppor- 

tunity taken thia year is not available again next year.  Thus Investment 

this year tends to lower the future investment curves, and to lower it more 

the i.ore investment there is this year. One might think that the marginal 

investments this year are not important for next year's investment curve ex- 

cept around the margin, but there is a tendency for all investment projects 

to increase in value as they are postponed.  Thus the rep 1 «cement project 

postponed this year grows in value next year because the old system is even 

more decrepit and the new system available next year la presumed better than 

that available now.   Similarly an expanaion of steel apacity will have a 

higher return next year because the incremen'ul capacity will offer a higher 

expected load factor next year than it does this year. Thus the investment 

opportunities taken this year will lower the investment curve next year 

throughout its length. Thia first impact taken together with an exogenous 

generation of new investment opportunities (not a function of this year1* 

investment) is enough to explain the phenomenon of an investment equilibrium 

rate of growth. Clearly there will be some «quilibriura rate of investment 

which will lower next year's investment curvr Just enough to compensate for 

the exogenous upward shift in the curve.  Less investment than this will 

cause the curve to shift less than enough to compensate for the exogenous 

upward movement, and the curve will shift upward. More investment than this' 

will cause the curve to shift more than enough to compensate for the exogenous 

upward movement, and the curve will shift downward. 

25. Thia does not mean it would have been a mistake to replace now since 
the growth in value by postponement would have been considered in 
determining the value of replacement now. 
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2. Th< acc«ler«tor.    The accelerator principle relates certain induced 

inveatments to the rate of change of national product.     For example,  the 

expansion of steel capacity discuased previously will have a higher value 

next year by way of a higher expected load factor if a higher rate of growth 

,    this year haa stimulated auto aales and the prospect of future auto sales. 

The accelerator however  is not really relevant to our analysis since it 

influences the path by which we arrive at en eventual equilibrium rate of 

growth rather than the  level of thet equilibrium.    The accelerator,   as a 

first derivative,   cannot permanently susteln the rate of  investment over its 

equilibrium rate -• any tendency to do so would merelv *hift future investment 

curves downward and hence would  lower investment and growth towards their 

equilibrium retes. 

It should be understood that  the accelerator in this context is not the 

usual accelerator since a full employment policy by the  government  is aasuraed. 

Thus  the  Impact of investment operates,  not through an increase in short-run 

aggregate demand, which is held constant,  but r.ther through an increase in 

full employment national product.    Thus this accelerator  is quite small rela- 

tive to the accelerator operating through aggregate demand,   and is undoubtedly 

stable. 

3. The endogenoufl  generation of Investment opportunities.    Since the 

concept of investment specifically  Includes such diversions of present 

resources  to the future as research and education,   it seems reasonable to 

assume that investment will tend to speed up the generation of altogether 

new investment opportunities.    This third factor unlike its two predecessors 

will have  a favorable influence on the  investment equilibrium rate of growth. 

In order  to understand this,   let  us   imagine an investment opportunity curve 
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cumulated over several vears,  perhaps over a decade.    This will Include 

Investment opportunities  that were available at any time during the decade, 

whether taken or not.     Such a curve will remain stable from the  first im- 

pact,  and the aecond impact will have only a temporary effect on it.    How- 

aver,  a forced acceleration of investment would tend to shift Che cumulative 

curve upwards  becauae of the third impact.     Research and education projects 

would be ordered into the investment curve throughout its  length;    hence an 

increase in investment over the equilibrium rate would breed new investment 

opportunities  and raise the   10-year cumulative investment curve.     Since the 

equilibrium rates of investment and growth are related to the cumulative 

investment curve rather than to the curve of any one year,   the  third  impact 

should represent a route by which a continued rate oi: growth greater than 

the investment equilibriuu rate of growth would raise the  latter rate of 

growth to a new higher and stable  level.     It is  a way for a country to pull 

itself up by its bootstraps.    Surely nothing could be more discouraging to 

those who would develop underdeveloped countries  than the concept o£ a 

stable cumulative investment curve,   and nothing could be more completely 

disproved by the examples of countries which have carried on forced-draft 

investment programs without exhausting investment opportunities   (e.g.,  the 

U.S.S.R.). 

Research  and education arc not  the only  kinds of  investment  that will 

breed new  investment  opportunities  and thus  shift the  investment  equillbriura 

rate of growth upward permanently.     Railroads in the  last century,  roada   in 

this century,   the electrification of a new area,   and the introduction of 

atomic energy in areaa  inaccessible to other power,   are all examples  of 

investments with a potential for breeding other investment opportunities 

above and beyond the accelerator effect.     In fact, with Che example before 
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us of the  long-continued forced-draft Investment program in the U.S.S.R. 

vithout any seeming decline  in the return on investment we  are inclined to 

believe that the investment equilibrium rate of growth rather than the C* 

of Figure  10 would make moat  if not all of the adjustment needed for 

equilibrium.     In other words, we believe that the rate of generation of in- 

vestment projects would tend to rise and fall with the rnte of Investment 

and hence that the ordered national investment curves would tend to be 

fairly stable over time in relationship to national product. 

VII.      Note on the Normative Interest Rate and the Level of Employment 

In our preceding analysis of the normative  interest rate,  it waa 

assumed that it waa one of the functions of the national government to 

maintain full employment.     A stronger argument  can be made  for the assumption 

of full employment,  however,   for  the normative  interest rate as a criterion 

for  government investment cannot exist except  at  full employment.    This 

requirement for fulJ  employment  in order to define a normacive interest rate 

arises out of the very essence of investment as  a diversion of present re- 

sources from the creation of present welfare to  ehe creation of future wel- 

fare.    Thus,   if substantial  unemployment exists   in the nation,   an Increase 

in government  investment will  Increase the use of resource« for present 

consumption and investment  through the Keynesian Multiplier and/or Accelerator. 

Thus there would be no present sacrifice;     and an exchange rate between 

present  and future welfare could not be defined. 
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APPENDIX 

Note on Translation between 
UndlscounCcd Present Value  and the Rate of Growth  of 
 National Product  in the Multtpertod Case  

Let us  assume that a function exists  deacriblng the time distribution 

of  Investment  returns,   as  In Figure A-l. 

f(t) 

Percent of 

Retarn Falling 
t years after 
Investment 

FIGURE A-l 

J 

Year 

Time  Distribution Function for  Investment Returns 

This  function need net be the same  for-each investment of course;     It muse 

however remain approximately stable  from year to year,   at  a  level of invest- 

ment which is constant  in percentage of national product. 

Let  us   introduce.' some items  of  terminology: 

gt    ■ growth of national product  in yciir t;     g    =    growth this year. 

It     ■ Investment in year t;     I    is  investment this year. 

p      B uadiscounted present value of investment made  in year t.     Since 

the investment curves of Figure  7 are assumed stationary over time, 

and a single interest rate  is being chosen,   P    : cl    where c is 

some constant. 
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The growth thl» year,   g01 is equal to Che undiscountcd present value for 

each past year,  P  ,  tines the per cent of Chat present value accruing as 

a growth in welfare this year,  f(t),  summed for ill years In the f(t) 

function: 

!•)      80 •     y* Pt    f(t), where    n    is the upper limit of the f(t) 
function. 

t  s    0 

lut since Pt is a constant percent of National Product, vc may define it in 

Cents of this year's present value, P  • merely by tracing backwards  Che 

growth in intervening years: 

2>      ft : *o 

xsl 

Substituting equation 2 into equation  1, we obtain 

o _^ 

t-0 Jf       (1*8,) 
Xil 

3)      g. • >       po *J2 

The equilibrium rate of growth, g*, will be that rate of growth which would 

enable the series of g,.'* to be equal, and can be obtained by solving 

equation 4, which was obtained by substituting g* for all of the-g . 

»o A.)  p* .   "^T     P0 f(t) 

t-0     (Ug*)1 

The equilibrium rate of growth as a ratio of the undiscounted present value 

(assumed to be a conatant percent of each year's national product) may be 

written: 

Po ^      (X*!*)4 

taO 


